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Objective 

• Identify and assess risks associated with research scenarios. 

• Evaluate hazards and minimize the level of travel risks by adding control measures.

• Improve safe decision making and self-awareness (AKA - plant a healthy dose of   
paranoia and anxiety.)  

▪

▪
▪



Share an unforeseeable risk and lesson(s) learned

Table Exercise:



Taken from UCFOSM.

about:blank




A returning research trip to Ukraine to continue study of 
vulnerability of Ukrainian forests due to climate change. 

Scenario 1:



Research trip to study human osteology and mortuary 
archaeology at the early medieval inhumation cemetery in 
Giecz, Poland. 

Scenario 2:



Research trip to Bavaria Germany to monitor the 
electrostatic signals of bees.

Scenario 3:



Research trip to Switzerland to study glaciers and 
glacierized landscape in the Swiss Alps. 

Scenario 4:



Remember your number and find your table!



Tabletop Scenarios:  

Research trip to study human osteology and mortuary archaeology 
at the early medieval inhumation cemetery in Giecz, Poland. 

Sun, heat stroke         Low Risk/GREEN       Water hydration station, set alarms every hour



Debrief/Carousel:  



Find a Trip Advice Expert:  

Going on a research trip in the near future?



THANK YOU!

ajleeds@ucdavis.edu edelucien@ucsd.edu 





Presentation Format, Overview and Additional Notes



1. Introductions, 5 min each (10 min)

1. Have groups share scenario they had with risk they did not 
foresee and share a lesson learned (15)

1. Share and introduce Risk Matrix add current scenarios  (10) 

1. Break out groups. Explain exercise. Provide chosen 
station/scenario. (30)

1. Go around add more layers to the scenarios. (10)

1. Debrief, carousel (10-20)

1. Group chat/questions/find a partner recent trip (5-10) 

Structure and time allotment:



• Volcano, no flights
• Political protests, unrest  
• Falling, broken leg, bone sticking out  
• Lose touch with member of group, no phone, unsure  
• Permit problem, police department at jail house  
• Narco detains group, background checks
• Hurricane, shelter in place
• Found two dead bodies near location next day
• Airport Customs ask for bribe because of equipment bringing in to 

country
• Gunshots fired from an area nearby  
• Attempts to kidnap two of you
• Being followed 
• Wants wallet, suddenly shot
• Harassment at site, threats with guns
• H2S passes a few yards in the cave
• Straight up theft of all money, phones, equipment, passports
• You need to bring 20K cash to pay auxiliary local workers
• Reports of missing persons, foul play serial killer, bodies found 

mutilated 
• Volcano goes to dangerous level, nearby but lead researcher wants 

to stay

Added to scenarios while facilitating : 



Station 1: You are a team of engineers using drones to collect data and do transects in mangroves off Baja Mexico. You are five miles 
from a military airport base. There are some local farmers and fishing villages in the area, however, it is mostly sparse and deserted. 

• As a team, list possible 
hazards, liabilities and 
safety issues that might 
occur.

• Assign a Risk 
Category/Color based on 
likelihood and severity 
(High/Red, 
Moderate/Amber, or 
Low/Green)

• List steps that could be 
taken to lower the risk to 
an acceptable level 

Hazards Risk 

Category/Color

Possible Controls/Risk Mitigation 

Actions



Station 2: The engineering department has been asked to deploy drone pilots to assess a hurricane that hit and flooded Texas. You will 
be in the suburbs north of Houston taking aerial images and 3D mapping to determine environmental, structural damage and flooded
areas.   

• As a team, list 
possible hazards, 
liabilities and safety 
issues that might 
occur.

• Assign a Risk 
Category/Color based 
on likelihood and 
severity (High/Red, 
Moderate/Amber, or 
Low/Green)

• List steps that could 
be taken to lower the 
risk to an acceptable 
level 

Hazards Risk 

Category/Color

Possible Controls/Risk Mitigation Actions



Station 3: You are an ecologist surveying plants in coastal mountains of central California with uneven terrain, high 
temperatures, and sparse vegetation. You often work alone and have spotty cell reception. 

• As a team, list possible 
hazards, liabilities and 
safety issues that 
might occur.

• Assign a Risk 
Category/Color based 
on likelihood and 
severity (High/Red, 
Moderate/Amber, or 
Low/Green)

• List steps that could 
be taken to lower the 
risk to an acceptable 
level 

Hazards Risk 

Category/Color

Possible Controls/Risk Mitigation Actions



Station 4: Your team has been mist-netting bats and collecting tissue samples for many years, but are adding a new field site. You’ll be 
collecting in caves and abandoned mines on BLM land and are concerned about entering the spaces and lack of communication 
underground. 

• As a team, list 
possible hazards, 
liabilities and 
safety issues that 
might occur.

• Assign a Risk 
Category/Color 
based on likelihood 
and severity 
(High/Red, 
Moderate/Amber, 
or Low/Green)

• List steps that 
could be taken to 
lower the risk to an 
acceptable level 

Hazards Risk 

Category/Color

Possible Controls/Risk Mitigation Actions



Station 5: Your team is doing health surveys of farmworkers in a rural agricultural community. There is an environmental component: 
documenting pesticide usage and collecting soil and plant samples for analysis; and a human health component: conducting interviews at 

the end of work shifts, collecting hair, urine, and blood samples from participants twice during the study.

• As a team, list 
possible 
hazards, 
liabilities and 
safety issues 
that might 
occur.

• Assign a Risk 
Category/Color 
based on 
likelihood and 
severity 
(High/Red, 
Moderate/Am
ber, or 
Low/Green)

• List steps that 
could be taken 

Hazards Risk 

Category/Color

Possible Controls/Risk Mitigation Actions



Station 6: A marine science student has proposed a new project that includes snorkeling to survey the coral reef offshore 
of a tropical village. The village has an exploding population that is causing environmental impacts; lack of effective 
wastewater treatment systems have created unhealthy fecal bacterial counts at local beaches. Online travel reviews 
indicate that many vacationing visitors have gotten ill with diarrhea and vomiting.  

Hazards Risk Category/Color Possible Controls/Risk Mitigation Actions

As a team, list 
possible 
hazards, 
liabilities and 
safety issues 
that might 
occur.

Assign a Risk 
Category/Color 
based on 
likelihood and 
severity 
(High/Red, 
Moderate/Amb



Station 7: You’re joining an archeological team to work on a new excavation in Mongolia – you’ll be working long days for 
many weeks and staying nearby in a field camp set up for the project.  

• As a team, list 
possible 
hazards, 
liabilities and 
safety issues 
that might 
occur.

• Assign a Risk 
Category/Color 
based on 
likelihood and 
severity 
(High/Red, 
Moderate/Am

Hazards Risk 

Category/Color

Possible Controls/Risk Mitigation Actions



Station 8: Forestry Department staff are prepping for summer field work and a popular summer field course at a remote 
experimental forest with on-site cabins, classrooms, and a small field lab to store traps, survey equipment, tools, and 
chainsaws. The site is unused during most of the year.

• As a team, list 
possible hazards, 
liabilities and 
safety issues that 
might occur.

• Assign a Risk 
Category/Color 
based on 
likelihood and 
severity 
(High/Red, 
Moderate/Ambe
r, or Low/Green)

• List steps that 
could be taken 
to lower the risk 
to an acceptable 
level 

Hazards Risk 

Category/Color

Possible Controls/Risk Mitigation Actions



Station 9: The archeology department has asked you to help with an expedition south of Samara, Iraq. You are tasked 
with surveying and flying a drone over ancient ruins before and after excavation.  

• As a team, list 
possible hazards, 
liabilities and safety 
issues that might 
occur.

• Assign a Risk 
Category/Color 
based on likelihood 
and severity 
(High/Red, 
Moderate/Amber, 
or Low/Green)

• List steps that could 
be taken to lower 
the risk to an 
acceptable level 

Hazards Risk Category/Color Possible Controls/Risk Mitigation Actions



Station 10: You are working jointly on a research vessel with three other research teams. You have been asked to capture 
use autonomous underwater vessels that are collecting data in and around the coast of the West Philippines.

Hazards Risk 

Category/Color

Possible Controls/Risk Mitigation Actions

• As a team, list possible 
hazards, liabilities and 
safety issues that 
might occur.

• Assign a Risk 
Category/Color based 
on likelihood and 
severity (High/Red, 
Moderate/Amber, or 
Low/Green)

• List steps that could be 
taken to lower the risk 
to an acceptable level 


